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WHITEPAPER
ecoToken 

This whitepaper is meant to provide information on the ecoToken, which is the utility token 
of the ecoSystem. The goal of the ecoSystem is to expand and transform the environmental 
credit space into an open and freely traded market. 

The ecoSystem aims to expand the environmental credit market by acting as a launchpad 
for environmental projects. The ecoSystem will provide crowdsourced funding to projects. 
The projects, in turn, produce carbon and environmental credits that are tokenized and sold. 
Those who funded the project through the ecoSystem are rewarded with these proceeds. 

These credits minted into the ecoSystem will create an open market in which individuals 
and corporations can easily and transparently offset their carbon emissions or other envi-
ronmental impacts. The ecoSystem aims to extend beyond carbon credits and provide other 
environmental offsets such as water and habitat credits. 

The Problem

Environmental challenges are complex and often unique to a specific location requiring 
nuanced solutions instead of a blanket approach. Centralized solutions to ecological prob-
lems can have vast unseen and unintended consequences. As a result, there is a critical lack 
of funding for localized specific projects, especially for new technologies that do not yet 
have a proof of concept at scale.

This forces local projects to rely on philanthropy or grants to develop and implement their 
technologies. Relying on philanthropy is not a sustainable solution and requires marketing 
and awareness. The issue is further compounded by the lack of revenue streams for local 
environmental projects. Unless a project is solving a specific concern for a business there is 
no clear revenue model, especially given that carbon credits in their current state can cost 
upwards of a million dollars to produce, making them unrealistic for small scale localized 
projects.

Many businesses are beginning to see the benefit of being perceived as green. The issue is 
that much of that is primarily PR or “greenwashing” instead of actual action.

The ecoSystem Solution

The ecoSystem offers a unique solution to these problems by bridging the gap between 
funding and technological innovations and helping companies create carbon and environ-
mental credits. This process creates a new revenue stream for innovators while generating 
rewards for those that fund projects.
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This funding model means that projects don’t need to rely solely on philanthropy because 
supporters can receive tangible benefits for backing specific technologies. The goal of the 
ecoSystem is to reward businesses and individuals for deploying their capital in an ethical 
and profitable manner. These new revenue streams allow for a more localized approach to 
combat climate action. With funding readily available more projects and technologies will be 
able to come online and have an impact.

This bottom-up instead of top-down approach mitigates unseen consequences. A bottom-up 
approach allows for the collaboration and integration of several different projects and tech-
nologies to work together, solving significant environmental problems at a fraction of the 
cost of a one-size-fits-all solution.

With many companies merely claiming to be green and using the “greenwashing” tech-
nique (Appendix IV) it can be difficult for companies actually making an impact to stand 
out. We aim to change this by showing transparent tangible improvements for each project 
completed and publicly stating those responsible for these positive actions. This is done 
both by a top funders’ leaderboard on our website, as well as NFTs of each project that only 
the top project planters can earn. Companies can also choose to fully fund projects so that 
they can publicly display the impact they are having.  

Projects is
completed creating

environmental
credits

Funders are
paid back for their 

contributions
in ecoTokens

Individuals pay 
ecoTokens to o�est
their environmental 

impacts

Users choose
which projects

to fund

Through the ecoSystem, volunteers can fund their initiatives and innovators can source 
the R&D capital they need to bring their technology to market, all while rewarding those 
that contribute to the environmental projects they believe in. We aim to create a positive, 
sustainable cycle for the environment, businesses, and all users. Users can fund the projects 
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they feel to be necessary, and projects can realize a new revenue source in the generation 
of environmental credits. Individuals and organizations can make meaningful impacts on the 
environment and be recognized for doing so. In turn, this cycle rewards those that funded 
the projects initially creating a positive feedback loop.

Environmental regeneration projects often run into the roadblocks of a lack of funding and 
a viable business model. The ecoSystem wants to help innovators overcome both of those 
challenges and in doing so, see a flood of new technologies in the space.

Carbon Credits

There are two markets to choose from within the carbon marketplace: regulated and volun-
tary. Governments are now mandating (regulating) that companies offset their emissions 
over a certain threshold by purchasing carbon credits. 

The Canadian government is an excellent example of this by charging $40 CAD per tonne 
of emissions over this threshold. Companies can either pay the tax or purchase regulated 
carbon credits to offset the cost. The Canadian federal government has mandated that the 
carbon tax increase to $50 CAD in April 2022 and increase by $15 per year, until reaching $170 
per tonne in 2030. 

Similar policies are being mandated around the world.

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
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$80
$65
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$40

Figure 1.01
Price of regulated carbon credits in Canada (CAD)
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Figure 1.02
Carbon Taxes for CO2 equivalent in USD (2021)

Businesses that need to reduce this regulatory burden are looking to mitigate costs through 
certified carbon reduction projects. It is estimated that credits inside Canada are currently 
selling at an average discount of 15% off the government price.

At this rate, a $40 Carbon Credit purchased in 2021 would appreciate 425% by 2030. 

For crypto investors, that may not be an exciting return for an extended period. However, 
the ecoSystem plans to take this holding opportunity to the general public by offering secure 
and stable regulated credits as NFTs. 

Voluntary carbon credits tend to sell for much less than regulated credits. A recent report on 
voluntary credits showed that the price range of RADD+ credits, the UN-based system, was 
between $5.92-13.05 per credit (Global Carbon Offsets Report | Carbon Credit Prices | OPIS, 
2021). Figure 1.03 shows the number of annual credits issued and planted (retired) between 
2007-2019, which shows an increasing trend in voluntary emission offsets. Planting a carbon 
credit means that the credit has been used and is no longer tradable or redeemable but has 
gone to offset the carbon for the purchaser. 
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Figure 1.03
Annual voluntary carbon o�set issued and planted 2007 -2019

Voluntary Carbon Market

The trend is evident on the adoption of carbon credits in the voluntary credit space. A recent 
report estimated the overall carbon market to be worth $272 Billion USD as of 2020 and 
estimates it will only continue to increase until 2030 due to increased government regula-
tion. The voluntary carbon market has been moving at an incredible rate. Over the past ten 
years, awareness and demand of the carbon space, has increased at an average of 76% per 
annum, supply has only increased at a rate of 22%. If this trend continues it is estimated that 
demand will surpass supply by the end of 2021. The ecoSystem intends to bring balance by 
increasing the demand for carbon credits while simultaneously increasing supply.

Carbon Credit Production

The ecoToken System helps projects develop carbon and environmental credits through a 
six-step process:

1. Establish a baseline for the project, so the results have a comparison.

2. Develop a methodology in partnership with academic institutions to show how carbon 
reductions are being documented and verified.

3. Have the methodology pass peer review. This methodology can be used across multiple 
projects of a similar nature. 

4. Third-party verification of the data. All measurements and calculations of carbon 
reductions will be verified before being brought on chain.

5. Each year, an NFT is created for the project with all verification data, including project 
location and date. 

6. The NFT is then tokenized into individual carbon credits that can be sold to individuals 
and corporations to offset their emissions. 
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ecoToken

The ecoToken is the utility token of the ecoSystem. It gives holders the ability to choose 
which projects will be pursued and to receive  a share  of the output  from that project 
for their support. The ecoToken is also a deflationary token; 1% of all proceeds coming 
back from funded projects and the sale of carbon credits will be used to purchase and 
burn ecoTokens.  This allows holders to participate in the overall success and adoption 
of the ecoSystem by simply holding ecoTokens. There are three main actions those with 
ecoTokens can take in relation to the ecoSystem:

1. ecoPlanters:  Those who “plant” their ecoTokens towards a project or action are 
committing their ecoTokens or fiat currency with no guaranteed return. Planters are 
vital to the ecoSystem to ensure projects can get the funding they need. As a reward 
for playing a critical role, they will be the most heavily rewarded upon the successful 
completion of a project. ecoPlanters will receive more rewards than ecoStakers. 

2. ecoStakers: Those who “stake” their ecoTokens towards a project, lock their ecoTokens 
into a smart contract for a specified amount of time. Once that period of time has ended, 
ecoStakers will be able to claim their ecoTokens along with any rewards they have 
gained throughout the project’s lifecycle. ecoRewards are not as high for ecoStakers 
but their ecoTokens are guaranteed to be returned after the locked period. A general 
ecoSystem staking pool will also be available where holders can stake their tokens to 
the overall network and earn rewards on all projects carried out in the ecoSystem. 

3. ecoHolders:  Those who hold or save their  ecoTokens for the long term. Doing so 
allows ecoHolders to take advantage of the ecoSystem’s deflationary protocol. 
ecoHolders can always purchase environmental credits with their ecoTokens. The 
ecoSystem will constantly be looking for ways to transition produced voluntary carbon 
credits into compulsory carbon credits which would likely result in a significant price 
increase for ecoHolders.
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User Wallets
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ecoProjectsecoSystem
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ecoStaker

Figure 1.04
Planting and Staking to ecoSystem

NOAH Water Technologies, an early adopter of the ecoSystem, has agreed to partner with 
us to solve significant environmental issues. NOAH’s involvement means we can launch our 
token with viable projects immediatly. 

Along with NOAH’s projects, the ecoSystem team will evaluate other viable projects. We 
will advance projects that we believe will make significant contributions to the environment 
through a vetting process.
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ecoToken’s inside or outside the ecoSystem
Holders can choose to have their ecoTokens reside inside or outside the ecoSystem. Those 
outside the ecoSystem can freely trade their token without restrictions. These holders 
aren’t entitled to any of the ecoRewards that can accrue to those who have their tokens 
within the ecoSystem but they do still benefit from the deflationary protocols. 

Holders within the ecoSystem can utilize their ecoTokens in various ways to benefit the 
environment or generate more rewards.

Staking of Liquidity Pool Tokens to the ecoSystem.

ecoStaking allows users to generate ecoRewards by staking their liquidity pool tokens for 
a specific Hold Period–longer periods generate a greater percentage of the rewards. The 
returns are based on the overall performance of the ecoSystem.

After the Hold Period ends, users can convert their ecoRewards into ecoTokens and transfer 
them to their crypto wallet or into the liquidity pool.

Alternatively, the user can use the ecoRewards to support a specific ecoProjects, thereby 
generating additional ecoRewards.

Figure 1.05
Staking Hold Period (Months) and Percent of User’s Pool Share Returned 

Months Return Months Return Months Return
1 15% 7 45% 13 75%
2 20% 8 50% 14 80%
3 25% 9 55% 15 85%
4 30% 10 60% 16 90%
5 35% 11 65% 17 95%
6 40% 12 70% 18 100%
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Staking to a specific Project

User can choose to support an individual project by staking their ecoTokens or Liquidity Pool 
tokens to that project. Each project will have a proposed return on it and ecoStakers can 
receive a portion of that return.

The projects we select will fall into three general categories:

1. Donation: We will be promoting initiatives that have no commercial value but can 
significantly contribute to the planet’s overall health. Money committed to these proj-
ects should be seen as pure donations; the benefits accrued take the form of a healthier 
world. 

The tokens once allocated are considered “planted” and taken out of the ecoSystem. 
NFTs will be attached to these projects, and the contributors will be acknowledged on 
our website. NFTs will still be provided to donators.

2. Research & Development: Funding recipients will pledge to return some of any money 
generated by developing their technology back to the ecoSystem. These returns may 
take the form of a residual on an IP license or future carbon credtis to be given back to 
funders. ecoTokens allocated to these projects may be “staked” or “planted.” NFTs from 
the project will still be provided to contributors.

Staking ecoTokens to a specific project (ecoStaking) entitles the holder to receive 
ecoRewards based on any return the project yields. ecoRewards can be converted 
into ecoTokens and can be claimed by stakers. Alternatively, they can reinvest them 
into other worthy projects and can continue receiving ecoRewards. ecoStakers retain 
ownership of their ecoTokens; however, while staked they are held and cannot be sold.

3. Carbon Credit Projects: These are projects where quantifiable amounts of Greenhouse 
Gas reductions have already been made or can be anticipated through the sponsorship of 
the ecoSystem. Carbon credits will be Generated with a set amount given back to funders. 

In some cases the return to the ecoSystem will come in the form of Carbon Credits, and 
used as part of the ecoRewards program. In order to help projects succeed we will work 
with them to create protocols to enable the production of environmental credits.
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Tokenomics
Introduction

The primary goal of the ecoSystem and, by extension, the ecoToken is to provide a pathway 
for creating practical improvements in the environment. As such, all the considerations 
informing the Tokenomics have been developed to further that aim. 

The ecoSystem has been designed to allow participation by individuals for several different 
personal goals, generally falling into three broad categories: Investors, Pragmatic Environ-
mentalists, and Environmental Technicians.  

Reasons for participating are diverse but many will support the following goals:

Investors: Those whose main desire is to invest in an appreciating asset.

Collectors of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs): Many of the projects we will support will include 
the production of NFTs. These unique tokens will have appeal to those who collect such 
assets.

Compelled Carbon Offsets: For those who are required to meet Government Carbon Emis-
sion targets.

Voluntary Carbon Offsets: For businesses and individuals who desire to voluntarily offset 
their Greenhouse Gas emissions.

Pragmatic Environmentalists: Those who want to couple their savings for the future with 
tangible benefits for the planet.

Carbon Credit Producers: Those whose efforts create Greenhouse Gas reductions and need 
a place to generate revenue from those reductions.

Clean Tech Innovators: Those who are developing new technologies that will contribute to 
a healthier environment. 

Habitat Restoration Groups: Those who desire to reverse environmental degradation and 
need a source of funding to do so.

While the motivations for participating in the ecoToken are diverse, the venture’s success 
will depend on having a sound business model and the competent execution of the same. 
The following sections describe the dynamic from the point of view of the Investors, Prag-
matic Environmentalists, and Environmental Technicians.

One of the appeals of cryptocurrencies is that they provide a hedge against inflation. While 
the value of fiat currencies is vulnerable to the whims of central banks and government’s 
monetary policies, the value of cryptocurrencies is driven by market forces. As such, we 
have been deliberate in structuring the ecoSystem to generate deflationary pressure on the 
ecoToken supply.
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Liquidity Pool & Burn Wallet

The ecoSystem will set aside funds to establish an initial liquidity pool. Contributions to the 
Liquidity Pool will be made after the Launch of the ecoSystem.

The ecoSystem governance protocols include the buyback of ecoTokens with the Funding 
Amount returned from ecoProjects. Profits from Carbon Credit sales will also be converted 
to ecoTokens. The Liquidity Pool will receive 1% of the tokens repurchased and distributed to 
each liquidity provider based on their portion of input to the pool. The Funding and Buyback 
Protocols are more fully detailed in the ecoSystem section.

User Wallets

Liquidity Pool

Burn Wallet

ecoRewards

ecoProjectsecoSystem
TreasuryecoTokens

Figure 2.01

Money returned to 
Treasury above Funding 

Amount returned to 
ecoPlanters and 
ecoStakers as an 

ecoReward

Tokens Purchased

Tokens Buyback

ecoReward

Fund Amount

Fund Amount
Returned

Money to support projects 
or buy Carbon Credits

1%

1%

Liquidity Pool and Burn Wallet
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Burn Wallet

Deflationary pressure will be placed on the ecoToken through the utilization of a Burn Wallet. 
For instance the Liquidity Pool receives ecoTokens through the buyback protocols, while 
an equal amount (1%) will be sent to a Burn Wallet. These tokens will be sent to a public 
address and can never be spent because the private keys of the address are unobtainable.  
The public address will be available on the blockchain for anyone to review the transactions 
(Figure 2.01). 

Appreciating Asset

The buyback protocols will support the price upward pressure on the ecoToken as they 
will continually need to be repurchased from the proceeds of ecoProjects or Cabon Credit 
sales. Similarly, sending ecoTokens to the Burn Wallet will increase scarcity, benefiting all 
ecoToken holders. 
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Tokenomics
ecoSystem

Working through the ecoSystem, is a way for individuals to participate in improving the 
environment and accrue extra rewards. The four main components of the ecoSystem are: 
(Figure 2.02)

ecoToken Pool: The ecoToken holdings of the ecoSystem; used to fund ecoProjects.

Treasury Pool: The holdings of fiat currencies used to support ecoProjects through ecoToken 
sales and once the funding amount is repaid, to purchase back the ecoTokens.

The Vault: The ecoSystem wallet where ecoTokens are held in trust while users are partici-
pating in the ecoSystem. Users will have a virtual wallet within the ecoSystem wallet where 
they can manage their ecoTokens within the ecoSystem or claim them.

ecoRewards: These are similar to reward points one might receive from credit card purchases. 
They are denominated in ecoTokens and can be used to offset personal GHG emissions, 
redeemed for cash, ecoTokens or used to support other ecoProjects. 

User Wallets

ecoRewards

ecoProjectsecoSystem

TreasuryVault ecoTokens

Figure 2.02

Cash or ecoTokens
withdrawn from Vault

ecoReward

waterTokenNFT

Funding AmountPayment for ecoTokens

Funding Repaid

Money to support projects 
or buy Carbon Credits

ecoSystem
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ecoPlanters and ecoStakers
Users can put their ecoTokens to work to realize higher rewards through ecoPlanting or 
ecoStaking. The amount of rewards earned is commensurate with the amount of risk taken 
and the amount of time their tokens are on hold.

User Wallets

Vault TreasuryecoTokens
ecoProjects

ecoSystem

ecoPlanter

Stake to ecoProject

Stake to ecoSystem

Figure 2.03

Planting and Staking to ecoSystem
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ecoPlanting
Users can plant their fiat, cryptocurrency or ecoTokens into specific areas of interest. 
ecoProjects will have an estimated value of return and an estimated return date associated 
to them if the project is successful.  The return may range from “no return” for a purely altru-
istic Habitat Project to a return of 200% or more from sales of an innovative technology.

Planted money forms part of the “Funding Amount” given to the project administrator. While 
the return is “promised”, it is not guaranteed that any funds will be repaid to ecoPlanters.

For projects promising a return, any amount received by the ecoSystem, up to the Funding 
Amount, will be paid back to the ecoPlanters and the ecoSystem according to the percentage 
of their contribution (Figure 2.05).

Any return that exceeds the initial Funding Amount will be converted to ecoRewards and 
distributed to Users based on the ecoReward formula (ecoPlanters will receive 60% of the 
ecoRewards on a pro rata basis).

Only the top ten ecoPlanters who contribute over $100 to an ecoProject will receive a 
Non-Fungible Token (NFT). The remaining ecoPlanters will be noted as participants in the 
ecoProject on the website and will be given a badge that can be shared on social media.

ecoPlanters

ecoRewards

ecoProject

Vault

ecoSystem

Meagan’s Wallet

Figure 2.05
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Stake to ecoProject
Users can mitigate the potential loss of their ecoTokens by staking them towards the project 
rather than planting them. In this case, the User’s ecoTokens will be held in trust in the 
ecoSystem Vault for the duration of the hold period that is specific to each ecoProject. The 
tokens will automatically be claimable at the end of the period.

ecoRewards

ecoProject

Vault

ecoSystemStakers to
ecoSystem

George’s Wallet

Figure 2.06
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Any return that exceeds the initial Funding Amount for the ecoProject will be converted 
to ecoRewards and distributed to the Users based on the ecoReward formula (Stakers to 
ecoProjects will receive 25% of the ecoRewards on a pro rata basis).

After the Hold period expires, the ecoTokens can be transferred to the Users wallet; 
however, ecoStakers will continue to receive their share of the ecoRewards for as long as 
the ecoProject makes payments to the ecoSystem. 

Unlike ecoPlanters, ecoStakers will retain their ecoTokens holdings regardless of the success 
of the ecoProject against which they have staked their tokens.
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Stake to the ecoSystem
Staking to the ecoSystem means the user will receive a share of the pool from Carbon Credit 
sales and all the ecoProjects that return ecoRewards over a given month. In this respect, it is 
similar to a mutual fund where risks and rewards are spread over all the active ecoProjects. 
The ecoStaker pool is 15% of the ecoRewards received. 

The User’s Pool Share is determined by dividing the Users’ portion of liquidity pool tokens 
by all liquidity pool tokens staked to the ecoSystem. Liquidity pool tokens can be obtained 
by staking USDC/ECO. This amount is then multiplied by the percentage associated with the 
Staking Hold Period to determine the ecoStaker Return. 

Stakers to
ecoSystem

ecoRewards

ecoProject

Vault

ecoSystem

Williams’s Wallet

Figure 2.07
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Figure 2.08
Staking Hold Period (Months) and Percent of User’s Pool Share Returned 

Months Return Months Return Months Return
1 15% 7 45% 13 75%
2 20% 8 50% 14 80%
3 25% 9 55% 15 85%
4 30% 10 60% 16 90%
5 35% 11 65% 17 95%
6 40% 12 70% 18 100%

After the Hold period expires, the ecoRewards can be converted into ecoTokens and trans-
ferred to the users crypto wallet, or used to support other ecoProjects. 

Conceptual Model of ecoRewards Distribution
The diagram below represents a theoretical model demonstrating how the ecoRewards 
from a specific ecoProject may be distributed.

In this scenario, a water project returns 200% of the funding given towards their project. The 
participants shown below will each benefit based on their participation level.

Contributors Contribution % Reward Rate Reward Ratio Reward % Reward Pool

ecoPlanters

Stake to ecoProject

Stake to ecoSystem

Reward Ratio = Contribution % x Reward  Rate  Reward  % = Reward  Ratio / Sum(All Reward  Ratios)  

30%

30%

40%

60%

25%

15%

18.0%

7.5%

31.5%

57.2%

23.8%

19.0% $19,048

$57,143

$23,810

Figure 2.09
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70%
ecoSystem
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Conceptual Funding Flow
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Funding Amount Returned

• ecoPlanters and the ecoSystem, as a proxy for the ecoStakers, will each receive back the 
amount that each contributed to the project.

• ecoPlanters will be issued their return in ecoTokens and sent to their virtual wallet in the 
ecoSystem Vault.

• 80% of the funds returned to the ecoSystem will be used to buy back ecoTokens. 
The remainder will be used to bolster the amount of cash reserve on hand to support 
ecoProjects.

ecoRewards Returned

The distribution of the ecoRewards pool is based on the contribution of each category of 
participants made to the ecoProject.

Return Formula:

• Rewards Ratio = (Contribution % of category) x (ecoRewards Rate for category)

• Rewards % = Rewards Ratio / Sum(All Rewards Ratios)  

• Rewards Pool = (Rewards %) x (ecoRewards Amount)

The amount each User receives is pro rata based on their percentage of the amount contrib-
uted in their category.
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Tokenomics
ecoSystem - User Models

Save Money, Save the Planet!

As mentioned previously the ecoSystem is designed to generate funding for ecological 
projects while creating an asset that is constantly increasing in value. The following models 
describe how a User can utilize the ecoSystem to achieve those aims.

For illustration purposes, these models suppose that one dollar equals one ecoToken and 
that the ratio doesn’t change over the duration of the project. It also doesn’t take into 
account service fees for transferring money or ecoTokens.

Model for ecoPlanting

Edward not only believes in the ecological value of an ecoProject but also believes it has the 
potential to generate significant ecoRewards. Therefore, he decides to put some money into 
the ecoProject.

User Wallets

Vault TreasuryecoTokens

ecoProjects
ecoSystem

Edward’s Wallet

Figure 3.01
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Water Project
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ecoPlanting - Funding 
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Funding the ecoProject
1. Edward transfers $1000 to the ecoSystem.

2. The ecoSystem trustees forward the money to the administrators of the water project.

3. The terms of the contract with the water company are that they will complete the 
project in twelve months (Return Period).

4.  The anticipated return is 150% of the Funding Amount from credits generated.

5. A project NFT is created and is owned by top funders who planted their money into the 
ecoProject.

Return from the ecoProject
1. The Funding Amount is returned to the ecoSystem

a) The ecoSystem will allocate the return to the ecoProject participants pro rata 
based on their contributed amount.

b) The credits/cash paid back is converted to ecoTokens, and 10,000 ecoTokens are 
sent to Edward’s wallet.

User Wallets

ecoRewards

Vault Treasury

ecoTokens
ecoProjects

ecoSystem

Edward’s Wallet

Figure 3.02
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2. ecoTokens in the ecoSystem Vault

a) At any time, Edward can claim the ecoTokens from the ecoSystem Vault in his 
wallet and sell them on the open market.

b) The ecoTokens can be planted or staked to new projects.

c) If Edward desires a higher ecoBonus rate, he can stake the ecoTokens for up to 18 
months.

d) Purchase Voluntary or Certified Carbon Credits. 

e) Edward can put a reserve price for selling his ecoTokens back to the ecoSystem. 
If the price is accepted, the ecoSystem will purchase his Tokens as part of the 
ecoToken Buy-Back program.

3. The ecoRewards are paid to the ecoSystem.

a) 60% of the ecoRewards are allocated to the ecoPlanter pool.

b) Edward will receive 300 ecoRewards, equivalent to 300 ecoTokens.

4. ecoRewards can be:

a) Redeemed as ecoTokens and sent to Edward’s wallet.

b) Redeemed as ecoTokens and staked or planted to the ecoSystem Vault where 
Edward will have all the options available in Section 2.

c) Used to purchase Voluntary Carbon Credits to offset personal GHG emissions.

5. At the conclusion of the ecoProject, special Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) will be given 
to the top ten ecoPlanters.

a) As Edward has contributed more than $100, if he is one of the ten highest contrib-
utors, he will receive one of the NFTs.

b) If he isn’t one of the highest contributors, he be will noted on the website as a 
contributor.

c) NFTs have an intrinsic, although undefined value. As it is a tradeable asset, 
conceivably, a collector may want to purchase the NFT. Edward can set a price and 
negotiate the transaction or keep it as a souvenir of his good deeds.
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Model for Staking to ecoProject 

Charlie believes in the ecological value of the ecoProject, but he’s a more cautious investor 
than Edward. Therefore he stakes his ecoTokens towards the ecoProject to ensure he retains 
all of his ecoTokens. 

Funding the ecoProject

1. Charlie purchases 1000 ecoTokens and stakes to the ecoProject.

a) The ecoTokens are locked for 12 months.

b) The terms of the contract with the water company are that they will complete the 
project in twelve months (Return Period).

c)  The anticipated return is 150% of the Funding Amount from sales or future revenue.

User Wallets

Vault TreasuryecoTokens

ecoProjects
ecoSystem

Charlie’s Wallet

Figure 3.03
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Staked to
Water Project

Stake to ecoProject - Funding
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Return from the ecoProject

1. The Funding Amount is given to the ecoSystem.

2. The ecoSystem will buy back ecoTokens.

3. The ecoRewards are paid to the ecoSystem.

a) 25% of the ecoRewards is allocated to the ecoPlanter pool.

b) Charlie will receive 125 ecoRewards, equivalent to 125 ecoTokens.

User Wallets

ecoRewards

Vault Treasury

ecoTokens
ecoProjects

ecoSystem

Charlie’s Wallet

Figure 3.04
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Carbon Credits - Purchase for Resale Model
1. Andrew understands that with an increasing number of countries putting a price on 

Greenhouse Gas emissions, the cost of Certified Carbon Credits is sure to rise. There-
fore, he decides to purchase 50 compelled Carbon Credits at $40/Credit. Andrew can 
buy the Carbon Credits with either cash or ecoTokens.

2. The Carbon Credits are either stored in the ecoSystem Vault in his account or claimed 
to his wallet.

3. Andrew sets a reserve price of $50.00 for resale.

4. If a buyer is willing to purchase the tokens at the reserve price, the ecoTokens are 
transferred to the buyer, and Andrew receives cash or ecoTokens in return.

TreasuryVault

Carbon Credit
Buyers

ecoSystem

Figure 3.05
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@ $40/Credit

$2,000

Carbon Credit – Purchase for Resale
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Tokenomics
Producer View

ecoProject - Manure Remediation Project
Windsor Solutions, a green tech company, needs $100,000 to manufacture a prototype 
of new technology for treating manure lagoons to reduce methane gas emissions, reduce 
groundwater contamination and eliminate the odors associated with manure storage and 
spreading. Part of the funding is to develop the GHG reduction protocol.

They approach the ecoSystem for funding.

Treasury

Windsor SolutionsecoSystem

Figure 3.06
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GHG Reduction
Verified and Carbon 
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Funders can
receive Carbon Credits
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give back 2.25 times

funding amount in 
Carbon Credits over first 
five years of operation.  

ecoProject – Manure Tretment

Funding Process

1. Initial application made to the ecoSystem. Windsor Solutions fills out an application 
form highlighting:

a) Scope of the Project.

b) What environmental benefits will accrue from the technology.

c) How the money will be spent.

d) Timeline for building the equipment and developing the protocol.

e) What kind of return the ecoSystem will receive. Windsor Solutions pledges 225% 
of the Funding Amount in Carbon Credits within the first 5 years of operation.
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f) Contingency plan if more funding is needed.

g) Remedy if the Project is not successful.

2. The Board of Trustees will vet the Project to see if it meets the ecoSystem criteria.

3. If Conditional Approval is granted, the Trustees will forward a Contract to Windsor 
Solutions outlining the Agreement between the Parties.

4. The Board of Trustees conducts a more thorough project investigation as part of the 
due diligence process.

5. If the Project passes the due diligence:

a) Promotional Videos and Marketing materials will be created. 

b) A Prefunding Period for staking and planting will be set (normally two months).

i. People will be invited to Plant directly into the Project or stake their 
ecoTokens towards it.

ii. After the Prefunding Period passes or total funding is achieved, the Funding 
Amount, less the Vetting and Minting Fee, will be forwarded to Windsor 
Water.

6. Windsor Solutions builds the prototype and begins the process of getting the protocol 
approved.

7. The protocol is approved.

8. GHG reductions verified and Carbon Credits minted.

9. Carbon Credits are transferred to ecoSystem treasury.

10.  Windsor Solutions sends a report highlighting the results of the Project, along with 
photos and videos that the ecoSystem can use to create NFTs and other marketing 
materials.

11. Funders are given the options of receiving ecoTokens or Carbon Credits as a reward for 
participating in the project.
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Appendix I
Glossary of Terms

Carbon Credit:  Each Carbon Credit equals one tonne of Greenhouse Gas equivalent re-
moved from the atmosphere. 

ecoPlanters: People who donate their ecoTokens to a specific project or purchase 
Carbon Credits.

ecoProject:  A definable project which is supported through the ecoSystem. Users 
within the ecoSystem can support to the project through ecoPlanting or 
ecoStaking. 

ecoRewards:  The amount above the initial funding given to a company to carry out an 
ecoProject is converted into ecoRewards and allocated to Stakers and 
Planters to the ecoProject. 

 ecoRewards have a one-to-one equivalence with  ecoTokens. 

 ecoRewards can be converted to ecoTokens and/or staked or planted into 
new projects.

ecoSavers:  People who purchase ecoTokens and save their money while helping save 
the planet. 

ecoStaker:  People who stake their ecoTokens against a specific ecoProject or to 
the ecoSystem as a whole. Stakers retain ownership of their tokens and 
receive ecoRewards based on the projects they stake to and the amount 
of time staked.

ecoSystem:  The totality of the ecoToken environment.

ecoToken:  Utility and governance token of the ecoSystem

habitatToken:  A token tied to a specific project used to restore the natural habitat.

waterToken:  A token tied to a specific project used to treat sewage, leachate, industrial 
wastewater or other water improvement project.
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Appendix II
Top performing sustainable ETF’s 

The Wallstreet Journal reports inflows of $21.5 billion in the first quarter of 2021 to funds 
with a sustainable-investing approach, up almost double from the first quarter of 2020, 
which could indicate a social movement to more sustainable investing. Canadian banks also 
show a similar trend (Figure 5.03), with the top five banks investing $52.75 billion USD into 
sustainable solutions investments.

Figure 5.03

Top performing sustainable ETF’s 2020
(Benson, 2021)
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Appendix III
Sustainable Solutions Investment Projections 

Projections based on existing market data found through Donofrio, Maguire, Zwick and 
Merry, (2021) and pricing average taken from Global Carbon Offsets Report | Carbon Credit 
Prices | OPIS, (2021). Using these we took the average year over year increase excluding initial 
increases in 2007 and 2008 which deviated too far from the norm in terms of increase. This 
resulted in an average annual increase of 22%. The average from the low and high prices for 
voluntary credits in the global carbon offsets report resulted in a $9.49 USD price per credit 
which was used. We believe the actuality of the voluntary carbon credit will be much higher 
once more awareness is brough forward. It is currently estimated as between 1-10% of the 
overall carbon market. 

Figure 5.04

 
Sustainable solutions investments by the five leading banks in Canada in 2020

(Statista, 2021)
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